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STILE EXPANSION
Lynk is a unique new product from STILE with
the versatility to give any project a contemporary
edge and European feel. This inspirational STILE
brochure is designed to stimulate creativity, but
only touches the limitless possibilities. Lynk was
designed to maximize efficiency, while delivering
the flexibility to lend itself to practically any
lighting application. This highly efficient fixture
provides the ability to meet ASHRAE and LEED
lighting requirements.
A versatile family, Lynk features durable
components, contemporary accessories,
efficient fluorescent lampings and long-lasting
LEDs. Lynk is designed to provide energyefficient illumination and features:







T5, T5HO and LEDs
2, 3 and 4 Lamp Versions
Decorative Panels
Designer Bulkheads
Lamp Shielding
Customization Options

Inspired by the drive to push the lighting
design barrier, STILE delivers versatile, modern
components creating a foundation upon which
unique lighting designs can develop.
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Based on multiple unique
bulkheads, Lynk pendants
can light a wide variety of
applications as a pendant
or continuous row system.

With a clean, modern look,
Lynk sconces provide
illumination with decorative
accents that complement
Lynk pendants.

A sleek, award-winning fixture,
Beam has the versatility to
light the wall or ceiling plane,
highlight an object or accent
any design.

An ultra low-profile fixture with
minimal bracketry and a clean
appearance, Bow provides
quality supplemental light
to a space.

A wet location wall sconce,
Brace brings a consistent look
to any application carrying a
lighting design throughout
a project.

Features:
 LED, T5 and T5HO
 Dimming and Emergency
 Adjustable Mounting Centers
 Continuous Row Capabilities
 Multiple Bulkhead Designs
 Decorative Panels
 Shielding Options
 Color Gels

Features:
 T5 and T5HO
 Dimming
 Sconce and Ceiling
 Decorative Panels
 Color Accents
 ADA Compliant (2" Projection)
 Color Gels
 Shielding

Features:
 LED, T5 and T5HO
 Dimming and Emergency
 Wall, Ceiling and Pendant
 ADA Compliant Capabilities
 Integral and Remote Versions
 Shielding Options
 Continuous Row

Features:
 LED, T5 and T5HO
 Dimming and Emergency
 Wall and Ceiling
 Remote Ballast
 ADA Compliant
 Shielding Options

Features:
 T5 and T5HO
 Dimming and Emergency
 Wall
 ADA Compliant Versions
 Shielding Options
 Integral and Remote Versions
 UL Wet Location Listed
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STILE
LYNK
Design and Features
A

Two, Three and Four Lamp Versions

B

Standard Bulkhead Designs

C

Continuous Row Capabilities

D

Optional Vertical Orientation

E

Panel Options

F

Shielding Options

A

Two, Three and Four Lamp Versions

T5
T5

LED

B
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Standard Bulkheads Designs

C

Continuous Row Capabilities

E

Panel Options

F

Shielding Options

D

Optional Vertical Orientation
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STILE
LYNK PENDANT
Designer Bulkheads
Lynk's multiple bulkhead designs define
the family. Powder coat painted aluminum
bulkheads add color and style to a space,
while the fixture's structural flexibility
allows unlimited creativity and design
possibilities. Contact our factory
to design your own bulkhead.

Various Lamp Versions
Stile Lynk offers efficient linear fluorescent
and long-lasting LED light sources in two,
three and four lamp pendant sections.
While each lamp and shield combination
produces different light levels, all feature
adjustable mounting centers, which
I-4

ease the installation process. Contact
our factory to create a Lynk system that
delivers the light levels you need.
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STILE
LYNK PENDANT
Controlling Maximized Output
STILE Lynk is available with various shielding options
to conceal the lamp and direct light to where it is
needed. Designed to assist in meeting ASHRAE - LEED
requirements, all shielding is field-adjustable to optimize
efficiency and control. Lynk’s flexible design allows for
the integration of other shielding options. Use your
imagination and let us create your custom design.

CT - Cutoff Tube

74% Total Luminaire Efficiency
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SSR - Symmetric Solid

85% Total Luminaire Efficiency

SPS - Symmetric Perforated

93% Total Luminaire Efficiency

Standard

98% Total Luminaire Efficiency

VR - Variable Reflector

50/50%

85% Total Luminaire Efficiency

25/75%

85% Total Luminaire Efficiency

100%

85% Total Luminaire Efficiency
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STILE
LYNK PENDANT
Decorative Panels
Panels with modern designs transform Lynk by
adding an accessory with a contemporary look.
Curved or flat, decorative panels accent Lynk’s
streamline design by adding a detailed element
that enhances the fixture and adds color. The
decorative panels can be specified with any of
our powder coat paint finishes, while the frosted
acrylic panels also feature a brushed aluminum
option. Another creative element can be added
by choosing a standard or custom color gel to
accent the fixture through the panel design.

SIP 11054

SIP 11050
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SIP 11052

SIP 11048

SIP 11055

SIP 11051

SIP 11053

SIP 11049

Panel Finishes with STILE
Modern panel designs define Lynk’s
distinct look. Decorative panels enhance
its sleek design by adding color and
unique detailing. Flat, clear acrylic
panels add a modern look and enhance
a space with unique frosted illumination.
The acrylic panels offer standard, center
cutout options, but are versatile enough
to incorporate your custom design.
Powder coat painted, Lynk’s aluminum
panels have a curved or flat profile. The
flat panel adds a sleek, streamlined feel
while the curved panel gives a clean,
contemporary look.
SIP 11047

SIP 11043

SIP 11045
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STILE
LYNK PENDANT

Continuous Row Systems
Developed to break design barriers,
STILE Lynk provides an opportunity for
creative design with efficient fluorescent
sources. Without maximum length
limitations, Lynk continuous rows can
glide throughout a project producing
environmentally appropriate lighting.
Designed with energy conservation in
mind, this system offers a controlled
optimization of light. Individual lamp
aiming and shielding options, combined
with two, three and four lamp modules
and unlit spacer sections, produce
the appropriate light levels along the
entire system. The unlit spacer sections
provide layout versatility, as well as
a wireway between lamped sections.
Aircraft cables with adjustable mounting
centers ease the installation of Lynk
pendants and systems.
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Design Features

Adjustable Aircraft Mounting Centers

Direction and Elevation Changes

2, 3 and 4 Lamp Configurations

Customized Flexibility
The modular design’s flexibility allows Lynk to adapt to any application, from those requiring thousands
of feet, turning corners and changing elevations to ones satisfied by an independently hung section.
Two, three and four lamp modules can be strategically placed with unlit spacer sections, within the same
system, to allow illumination variation. Each T5 lamp can be shielded and independently aimed, adjusting
the uplight and downlight components that a space requires. Lighting designs utilizing Lynk’s effective
continuous row systems can be completed with the complementary Lynk sconces.
Contact SPI’s Applications Department to customize Lynk. Select a bulkhead, or design your own, and
work with our experienced team to determine the lamping, length and layout necessary for your project.

4.0'

4.0'

19.0"
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STILE
LYNK SCONCE
2.35"

2.35"

27.0"

27.0"

9.0"

Design Flexibility
A low-profile luminaire with clean lines, Lynk sconces
do more than accent a space. Efficient T5 fluorescent
lampings provide functional lighting, while decorative
panels carry contemporary designs.
Curved or flat decorative panels and a wide variety of
color options. Featuring a minimal 2" wall projection,
Lynk sconces complement the pendants low-profile
design. Lynk offers the flexibility available throughout
the STILE brand, with the ability to customize color
beyond the standard and the versatility to mount
sconces vertically, horizontally or as a ceiling fixture.
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9.0"

Horizontal Orientation

Translucent Shielding
The sleek Lynk design creates a streamline
look that effectively illuminates a space in a
low-profile fixture. Proving the utmost attention
was given to its design details, Lynk features
frosted acrylic diffusers that add a uniquely lit
perimeter accent, concealing the lamp image.
This translucent shield option is available on
the sconces with flat panels. The variety of
options was purposefully designed to
inspire creativity.
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STILE
LYNK SCONCE
Decorative Panels
Modern designs define Lynk’s distinct look. Decorative
panels enhance its sleek design by adding color and
unique detailing. Patterned aluminum panels add style,
while frosted acrylic panels add a European feel and
feature clear side illumination. Lynk sconce’s decorative
panels directly reflect the sleek styling of the STILE Lynk
pendant and also incorporate the option of standard or
customized color gels. Use these complementary
fixtures to create your own unique, lighting design.

SIW 11038

SIW 11037

SIW 11035
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SIW 11040

SIW 11033

Finishes with STILE
Brushed or powder coat painted, Lynk’s
detailed aluminum panels have a curved
or flat profile. The flat panel adds a sleek,
streamlined feel while the curved panel
provides a clean, contemporary look.
Flat, clear acrylic panels add a modern
style with a unique frosted accent. A
centered aluminum rectangle can be
painted or brushed and feature standard
cutouts or your custom design.
To meet the demands of modern design,
Lynk has the ability to add another element
of color by filling the cutout with standard
or custom color gels.
SIW 11039

SIW 11041

SIW 11039

SIW 11041
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STILE
BEAM
Award-Winning STILE
Beam delivers quality illumination to
creative lighting designs in an awardwinning fixture. Featuring long-lasting
LEDs and efficient T5 and T5HOs, it
has the versatility to be mounted on
the wall or ceiling. Its standard 18"
projection can be shortened to meet
ADA requirements and is offered
with integral or remote ballast
options. Beam’s UL damp location
listing and multiple shielding options
enable this low-profile fixture to
adapt to any application.

Remote Ballast

Miniature Canopy

Switch Box Cover

Integral Ballast

Surface Mount
Standard J-Box Cover
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Beam Shielding Options
A

Symmetric Perforated Screen

B

Asymmetric Perforated Screen

C

Translucent Shield

D

Perforated Lamp Screen

Shielding Options
A

SPS

B

APS

C

TS

D

PLS
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STILE
BOW
Simply STILE-ish
Bow delivers performance level lighting and quality accents with efficient
T5 and long-lasting LED options. ADA compliant, this UL damp location
fixture mounts discreetly to either stubbed conduit or factory-supplied
anchors. Ideal for wall mount applications, but also able to be mounted
to drywall ceilings, Bow offers remote ballasts and various shielding
options. This luminaire’s clean appearance and minimal wall bracketry
provide the supplemental illumination needed in a stylish,
low-profile fixture.

Remote Ballast

Conduit Mount

Miniature Canopy
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ADA

Bow Shielding Options
A

Symmetric Perforated Screen

B

Asymmetric Perforated Screen

C

Translucent Shield

D

Perforated Lamp Screen

Shielding Options
A

SPS

B

APS

1.74"
3.95"

SPS Shield

1.53"

3.81"

APS Shield
C

TS

D

PLS
1.45"
1.63"

TS Shield

1.37"
1.45"

PLS Shield
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STILE
BRACE
Versatile STILE
Brace delivers maximized light output, as well as way-finding, column accents and entrance highlighting. It creates
an inviting and comfortable space utilizing efficient T5 and T5HO lamp sources. UL listed for wet locations, Brace
is available in a wall mount and offers remote or integral ballasts with various shielding options. Available in two
distinct looks, this sleek luminaire presents versions satisfying ADA requirements. It has the ability to coordinate
with any project, interior or exterior, and to add the finishing touch to sleek and modern lighting designs.

Integral Ballast
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Remote Ballast

Brace Shielding Options
A

Asymmetric Opal Shield

B

Asymmetric Perforated Screen

C

Asymmetric Solid Reflector

D

Symmetric Opal Shield

E

Symmetric Perforated Screen

F

Symmetric Solid Reflector
3.41"
5.08"

5.02"

AOS Shield

6.0"

APS and ASR Shields

6.0"

1.5"

SOS Shield

Shielding Options

3.50"

A

AOS

B

APS

C

ASR

D

SOS

E

SPS

F

SSR

1.5"

SPS and SSR Shields
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STILE

The STILE Brand
Joining Beam, Bow and Brace, Lynk is the newest
addition to the STILE brand. STILE’s contemporary
designs deliver in any application. With various mounts,
continuous row systems, interior and exterior versions,
this brand provides maximized lighting for energyconscious designers.

Be Inspired.
The products illustrated are only a hint of STILE’s
possibilities. The fixtures shown in this brochure are
available as standard, but the ability to modify them is
endless. Lynk can integrate dimming, emergency, custom
designs, continuous rows and other inspirations and
design visions. Contact us or see our Web site
for more information.
We receive our inspiration from a variety of different
places. Mechanics, nature and our hobbies are just a
few things that spark our imagination and influence our
designs. We understand your inspiration comes from
different places and that is why STILE Lynk was designed
to be flexible. We can incorporate your inspiration into
the product, so do not let the standard designs limit your
imagination. Be bold. Be inspired. Create your vision.
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